GLOBAL AIRLINES CHEAT SHEET

INDUSTRY TOOLS/DATA
BI AIRLN 1099 <GO> – Average Airline Ticket Prices for Air Travel, Broken Down by Key Markets for Premium and Non-premium Flights, U.S. Point of Sale. Airline Reporting Corporation Data
BI AIRLN CALHEAD <GO> – North American Airline Aircraft Financing Bonds (EETC)
BI AIRLN 1113 <GO> – Breakdown of PRASMs, Yields and Revenues by Major Region Served by North American Airlines
BI AIRLE 1098 <GO> – Breakdown of PRASKs, Yields and Revenues by Major Region Served by European Airlines
BI AIRLA 1164 <GO> – Breakdown of PRASKs, Yields and Revenues by Major Region Served by Asia Pacific Airlines
BI AIRL INDD <GO> – Airline Industry Monthly Capacity, Traffic, Yield and PRASM Stats, Filter Region with Top Right Drop Down Box
BI AIRL KEY <GO> – Monthly Analysis of Airline Capacity and Traffic Trends, Filter Region with Top Right Drop Down Box
BI AIRL BALT <GO> – Quarterly Details on Cash Balances, Debt Outstanding and Leverage Metrics, Filter Regions with Top Right Drop Down Box
BI AIRLE 1072 <GO> – European Airline Aircraft Financing Bonds (EETC) and Loans
BI AIRLN EARNINGS <GO> – Quarterly North American Airline Industry Earnings Analysis
BI AIRLE EARNINGS <GO> – Quarterly European Airline Industry Earnings Analysis
BI AIRLA EARNINGS <GO> – Quarterly Asia Pacific Airline Industry Earnings Analysis
BI AIRLN SBKEYS <GO> – Key Themes for the North American Airline Industry
BI AIRLE SBKEYS <GO> – Key themes for the European Airline Industry
BI AIRLA SBKEYS <GO> – Key themes for the Asia Pacific Airline Industry

NEWS
NI AIR <GO> – Airlines News
NI LOADFACT <GO> – Airline Load Factor, Passenger Miles News
NI AIRLEAS <GO> – Aircraft Leasing News
NI AIRFARE <GO> – Air Fares News
NI AIRPORT <GO> – Airports News
NI AIF <GO> – Air Freight News
NI AIRMFG <GO> – Aircraft Manufacturing News
NI ARO <GO> – Aerospace, Defense News
NI AROPART <GO> – Aerospace Parts News
CN <GO> – Airline News by Company
FIRS <GO> – FIRST WORD Filter to Airlines

AEROSPACE & DEFENSE INDUSTRY
BI <GO> – Bloomberg Intelligence
BI AEROG <GO> – Bloomberg Intelligence Global Aerospace Dashboard, including the Commercial Aircraft Manufacturers, Engine Makers, and Parts/Instrument Manufacturers
BI AEROG INDD <GO> – Monthly Orders for New Aircraft, Parked Fleet Statistics
BI AEROG TRAFF <GO> – Worldwide Airline Traffic Data—Monthly; Sorted by Top Carriers, Region, Long and Short Haul
BI AEROG 1090 <GO> – Quarterly Book to Bill, Orders, Backlog and Deliveries for Manufacturers
BI AEROG 1133 <GO> – Important data sets for analyzing Leasing Company fundamentals
BI AEROG SMBTR <GO> – Schedule of Planned Production Rates and Backlog Analysis for Aircraft Manufacturers

Bloomberg
SECURITY ANALYSIS
DES <GO> – Company Description
FA <GO> – Fundamental Analysis
FA PGEO <GO> – Product Revenue Segmentation
EEO <GO> – EPS and Other Stats Estimates
EEB <GO> – EPS and Other Stats Estimates Detail
EEG <GO> – Estimates Graph
MA <GO> – Technology M&A

INDUSTRY DASHBOARDS
BI AIRLG <GO> – Global Airlines Dashboard, Data Only, Most Publicly Listed Airlines Worldwide, Converted to USD and Kilometers to Ease Cross Region Analysis
BI AIRLN <GO> – North American Airline Dashboard
BI AIRLE <GO> – European Airline Dashboard
BI AIRLA <GO> – Asia-Pacific Airline Dashboard